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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Fitchburg State University Community Read program is a reading 
program run by Fitchburg State University and local libraries, which hopes 
to unite and educate the greater Fitchburg area. The program has a 
wonderful message; to bring people together through a common love of 
reading and learning. However, this message is not being well-received 
by all audiences. The program’s events are currently attended by only a 
small, specific portion of the Fitchburg community.

Given these issues, the objective of this campaign is to increase 
participation at Community Read events among the student and diverse 
population of Fitchburg. We also aim to increase awareness of 
Community Read events by gaining a greater social media following. We 
plan to reach the target audience by creating a brand identity that 
markets the program as interactive and approachable. The campaign will 
achieve these goals through print media, social media, a brand new 
blog/website, and interactive activities on or around campus.



SITUATION ANALYSIS

The Community Read program is a unique asset to the community in that it 
aims to bring people of all backgrounds and ages together for a shared love 
of reading, questioning, and learning. It facilitates a free forum for 
educational discussion and unites members of the community that would not 
normally interact, therefore exposing the community to a variety of 
experiences and viewpoints. 

The Community Read looks to increase attendance and involvement from 
students at Fitchburg State University and the local community, as most of the 
current participants in the Community Read are older, affluent, and white. 
Although the Community Read collaborates with the Fitchburg State 
University library to host events at the university, the attendance rate of 
students is very low. Why, in its fourth year as a full-fledged program, does 
the Community Read remain such a hidden gem? 

There is very little marketing and conversation on and around campus where 
students can get more of an idea about what the Community Read really is. 
The Community Read’s lack of an online presence is also an area where 
improvement could make a considerable impact on the Fitchburg State 
student body, as most students spend a majority of their day on social media 
platforms such as Twitter and Instagram. Finally, the program has access to 
multiple different diverse groups on or around campus where an untapped 
potential exists for collaboration. 

However, raising awareness alone will not work if the Community Read does 
not have a defined identity that is meaningful to students and the greater 
community. The program currently lacks a defined spirit, one that will connect 
with the target audience and immediately communicate an essential message 
about the program.



OBJECTIVES

As this program is a collaboration between Fitchburg State University and local 
libraries, it is important that students participate, as it reflects well on Fitchburg 
State as an academic institution. The involvement of younger people also helps 
diversify conversation. In addition, it is important for students to become more 
involved because by discussing the book on social media, they will provide a 
free form of advertising for the program.

    - Attract at least 20 students to each Community Read event.

    - Gain at least 100 followers on each of the Community Read’s 
      social media platforms.

Increase Student Engagement

    - Observe at least a 10% increase in non-white attendance at    
      each Community Read event.

    - Diversify age of audience by atttracting at least 10 participants   
      from each of the following age categories at each Community      
      Read event: 18-34, 35-50, 51+

Fitchburg State is a university that prides itself on cultural diversity. In 
order to stay true to this brand, it is essential that diverse members of the 
community be included in the program. Minority students make up more 
than a quarter of the student population. Therefore, by simply reaching 
out to the diverse on-campus community, the Community Read will in turn 
be able to diversify its audience. Realization of these goals will confirm 
that the Community Read both reaches and appeals to different 
demographics across multiple local communities.

Diversify Audience



TARGET AUDIENCE

A thorough understanding of the target audience is essential in order to 
ensure that the identity, messaging, and media designed will be impactful. The 
audience of the Community Read program should aim to include seniors, 
college-aged students, and the diverse community of Fitchburg.

One audience of focus for this campaign is the student population of 
Fitchburg State, as there are over 6,500 undergraduate and graduate 
students who commute and live on campus. A recent study on media 
consumers found that individuals between the ages of 16 and 34 strongly 
prefer digital media, namely smartphones, to other forms of media. In 
addition, about 80% of young people own a smartphone, and the average 
Millennial spends 3.8 hours a day on social media. College-aged students 
have grown up in an interactive and digital world with instant access to news 
and media online. They share most of their political, social, and educational 
views on a digital platform. In order to connect with this demographic, this 
campaign must make the Community Read program more interactive and 
present on social media.

The Community Read currently has an existing senior audience. Therefore, the 
program requires a brand identity that appeals to a younger audience without 
alienating the senior audience. Seniors enjoy educational debate and often 
participate in the community by sharing their history and attending community 
discussions. 

A diverse audience refers to both age and marginalized groups, including 
community members who are bilingual, of lower socioeconomic status, and/or 
immigrants. These audiences are more likely to think about how their 
interactions play out on a global scale. Some members of this group are more 
likely to use the library, as it is an important and free community resource.
   



STRATEGY

In order to appeal to the personal side of the program, the Community Read 
brand will be marketed as interactive, approachable, and friendly. Marketing 
the brand as interactive will engage students as they spend a majority of their 
time online. Marketing the brand as approachable and friendly will reflect 
inclusivity and engage more diverse sectors of the target audience, who may 
feel intimidated at the prospect of a community read. 

These qualities are designed to appeal to the target audience on an 
emotional level and create a feeling of accessibility. Across all promotional 
media, the tone will leave audience members of all backgrounds feeling 
comfortable and welcome on Community Read online platforms and at 
Community Read events. This will enable the program to effectively 
transcend borders and generate discussion.

In addition to these qualities, messaging will especially reflect the 
participatory nature of the program--the transformation of reading from a 
solitary experience to a broader, more interactive experience for all. Young 
people’s affinity for social media shows a strong desire to connect with 
others, and the Community Read will provide a platform to do just that, both 
online and in person. Key phrases and words to be used in messaging to 
promote this concept include “Join the conversation,” “community,” and 
“Read, experience, interact.”
    
The campaign’s approach can be defined as “inclusivity through 
interactivity”. This will include a regular distribution of content to inspire 
students and community members to get involved. The campaign will use 
social media as a starting point for interactivity and outreach to a larger, 
broader audience. It will then seek to cultivate further social interaction 
through social media and Community Read events. This approach will be 
essential in order to branch out to new audiences and spread a feeling of 
community and connection. 

“inclusivity through 
  interactivity”



TACTICS

To execute inclusivity through interactivity, it is necessary to use the 
appropriate media to communicate to the community in an enticing way. 
Major tactics for the campaign for the 2017-2018 Community Read, The 
Girls of Atomic City: The Untold Story of the Women Who Helped Win 
World War II, include a variety of digital media, print media, student-led 
events, and news media. As previously mentioned, social media and 
Community Read events will serve as the basis for interaction in the 
campaign. 

In addition to staying true to the Community Read branding and messaging, 
promotional media will also emphasize various themes from the book such 
as secrecy and female strength and perseverance. This will spark the 
audience’s interest and encourage people to read the book itself. 

DIGITAL MEDIA

- Blog
- Interactive forum
- Calendar of events
- Info on book and Community Read

As of now, there are only press releases on fitchburgstate.edu and social 
media postings through Fitchburg State’s library, so a website will be a 
fundamental place for both short- and long-form content. It is essential to 
have a website because a majority of students find out their information 
virtually. Students don’t like having to look for information from multiple 
sources. The website is a central hub of information on the program. This 
will make the information easier to attain, which goes back to our objective 
of making the program more approachable. Our site will also feature 
material on marginalized groups that might not make it into a formal 
discussion. This will appeal to our diverse audience so that they feel their 
viewpoint is being taken into consideration. 

WEBSITE



- Instagram, Twitter, Facebook
- Featuring hashtag #atomicgirls

To truly make this program as interactive as possible, it is essential to use 
social media and other forms of media to grab the attention of the 
community and foster curiosity about the Community Read. Utilization of 
the Community Read social media platforms will garner additional 
attention to events and will allow users to interact with the book in a digital 
space. This tactic is also approachable as most have access to social 
media.

Social Media Promotions
Social media platforms such as Twitter, Instagram, and Facebook offer a 
service in which businesses or organizations can promote their page to a 
designated target audience. This technique would be extremely useful in 
helping the Community Read reach a broader audience, as local social 
media users with an interest in reading or education, for example, would 
see an ad for the Community Read in their newsfeeds.

DIGITAL MEDIA

SOCIAL MEDIA

A Community Read promotional video will be produced and promoted on 
all social media platforms and the Community Read website. The video will 
include various photos/footage from Community Read events and short 
interview segments with committee members and participants. The trailer 
will communicate the essence of the Community Read, invoke a feeling of 
warmth and diversity, and encourage viewers to get involved. 

COMMUNITY READ PROMOTIONAL VIDEO



Print media will work to direct audiences to the Community Read social 
media pages and in-person events so that audiences can begin to 
experience the interactive aspects of the program. The printed materials will 
provide dates for upcoming events, our social media handles, and a 
website link where readers can talk with each other about their feelings on 
the Community Read. The fact that these printed materials provide links to 
our websites will make the program more interactive for student readers. 
Because libraries are free resources to all, the placement of these printed 
materials will have a great impact on our diverse demographic.
 

PRINT MEDIA

BOOKMARKS, FLYERS, LEAFLETS, POSTERS, ETC.

Local publications will be approached to write feature stories about the 
program and about content relating to the book. Because these stories are 
published around town, it will increase awareness about the program 
beyond the Fitchburg State campus. 

 

NEWS MEDIA

The goal of these events is to increase student involvement by having 
students take part in the dialogue that is developing about this book. When 
students lead the discussion about topics they feel are important, their 
thoughts are validated, and they will be more likely to attend other 
Community Read events.
 

EVENTS

LIVING HISTORY, STUDENT LED PANELS



BUDGET

The Fitchburg State University library has an approximated budget 
of $100 for the Community Read campaign. 

If the committee elects to use social media promotion, the cost is 
dependent on the selected level of promotion. Costs could range 
from $30 for a week-long page promotion to $140 for a month-long 
page promotion.

If approved we also plan on utilizing SquareSpace which will cost 
$70 dollars for the first year and $140 for each subsequent year. 

CALENDAR

The following Gantt chart shows the tentative implementation 
schedule for campaign tactics. The green bars indicate the 
implementation of final products for each tactic. As shown in the 
chart, the remainder of the month of October will be used for 
creation and planning of media and tactics. Then, the majority of 
tactics will be implemented beginning in early November. As noted, 
the implementation schedule is tentative and can be adjusted 
according to input from the Community Read committee.



EVALUATION

A short survey will be distributed at the beginning of every 
Community Read event in order to gain knowledge on who (age, 
race, student vs. non-student) is attending and why they are 
attending. This will allow the campaign to get a stronger sense of the 
Community Read’s initial and ongoing outreach success. Surveys will 
ask the following questions:

1. Are you a Fitchburg State student?
2. Please circle your age group.   18-34   35-50   51+ 
3. What is your race/ethnicity?
4. Why did you attend the event today?
5. How did you hear about us?

An additional objective includes gaining more social media 
followers. These numbers can simply be recorded from each social 
media platform. Finally, social media and local publications will be 
monitored for non-affiliated posts and articles relating to the 
Community Read, which would indicate an increase in awareness. 



MEET THE TEAM



QUINN STALEY MARY CARDONA-FOSTER

ERIN LEAMY MADELINE MITCHELL

Mary, an avid Boston sports fan, has 
dedicated her time to polishing her 
public relations and marketing skills to 
professional standards. She enjoys 
traveling and trying new foods. 

Quinn is a confident and creative 
professional who specializes in 
blogging, social media, and public 
relations. In her free time she enjoys 
reading and perusing bookstores.

Madeline is a massive Cleveland 
Cavaliers fan that is enthusiastic about 
multiple areas of communications 
media, including photography, market-
ing, and interactive media design.

Erin is a senior who loves music and 
travel. She enjoys producing media and 
superior client work in a collaborative 
environment and strives to bring the 
best out of all of her team members.



Meighread is a second-year 
Professional Communications student 
with asipirations to become a 
marketing professional. She is 
well-rounded with skills in film and 
video editing, social media
management, and public speaking.

Eleni is a senior in the Professional 
Communications program at Fitchburg 
State University. Her exceptional 
photography skills enabled her to 
create remarkable photos of the 
Community Read events this semester. 
Eleni is personable and strives to make 
clients satisfied. 

ELENI DEMOS

TYLER JACQUES

Tyler is a young and ambitious 
professional with interests in web 
design, photography, and digital 
marketing. 

MEIGHREAD DANDENEAU



RESULTS



PRINT 

Posters are designed to catch 
the attention of people passing 
by. This medium will be effec-
tive on community boards, 
boards around campus, and at 
the libraries themselves. These 
designs will be placed on 
campus in places that people 
always pass by as a constant 
visual reminder. 

These designs can also trans-
late to leaflets and smaller 
mediums that could be placed 
on tables. These designs are 
physical and can be a tangible 
way to invite people to our 
events. This way, people can 
take the information with them, 
and it is always on hand. 

If community members are putting 
the bookmark in the book every time 
they read it, it is a constant reminder 
of events to come. This design can 
also be translated to fit the theme of 
the novel, so the design can be 
altered for future Community Reads 
to come. 



SOCIAL MEDIA 

We feel that the integration of regular social 
media into the Community Read campaign is 
necessary for reaching the student 
audience. Students spend a majority of their 
time online, so this is simply the easiest way 
to reach them. We have prepared six months 
of social media following our departure on 
this project. On this page we have included 
samples of Twitter, Instagram, and Facebook. 
The examples cover various themes 
important to the campaign such as 
diversity, female empowerment, and 
student involvement.



WEBSITE 

Our homepage catches our user’s interest at first glance with it’s 
bold design that utilizes a series of photos taken from Community 
Read events. 

Our homepage also features our Community Read trailer, which 
speaks to the importance of the Community Read. The trailer features 
students so that students are able to visualize themselves taking part 
in the Community Read. The trailer is warm and inviting, ending with 
the inclusive message, “join us.” 



WEBSITE 
Each member of our team wrote a blog for the site. These blogs will 
be scheduled to go up at different times during the spring semester. 
Some blogs feature content relating to this year’s read, while others 
stress the value of libraries and literacy.

Our events page will keep community members up to date on the 
latest Community Read events. Our events page will also recap past 
events to entice community members to attend future events. 



NEXT YEAR’S READ 

-Racial Diversity
 (Chinese-American)
-Female Author
-Prize Wining
-People Have Heard of It

-Racial Diversity
 (Mexican)
-Speaks to Current Political 
  Issues
-Play Adatptation

-Racial Diversity
 (Native American)
-Female Author
-Female Issues

Out of the 10 books that the Community Read selected, we narrowed it down to 
3 final choices. Coincidently, these were also the final three choices that the 
Community Read selected for voting. To be chosen by the team, all three books 
had to be fiction and diverse. All three of these books fit this category. People 
are drawn to stories to which they can relate. With this being said, attracting a 
diverse audience first starts with chosing a diverse book. Chosing works of fiction 
attracts a student audience, as research shows that college students prefer to read 
fiction.



THANK YOU
We wanted to end this document by saying thank you. We each
wanted to work on this committee because we wanted to be a part of 
something that was bigger than ourselves. Many of our team members 
grew up in the library. We have seen how vital a library can be to a 
community and how it can help give people hope in even the darkest 
of times. Many of us feel saddened by the number of local libraries 
that have recently lost funding. We knew going into this project how 
important libraries were to the community, but even we were surprised 
by how personally invested we became. This project has given us all the 
opportunity to interact with the community in a way that we did not 
anticipate. In working on the Community Read project, we learned 
what the Community Read was really about: people. Hearing the 
personal stories of members of the community made our team realize 
that even though there are generational differences between us, we all 
have similar struggles and common goals. In the current political 
climate that seeks to divide us, literature can unite us, and that is such 
a powerful and beautiful thing. We hope that through the ground work 
that we have laid, a foundation has been created in which the 
Community Read can grow amoungst the entire greater Fitchburg area 
for years to come. Thank you for giving us this priceless opportunity. 
Through interacting through the community, our hearts have grown, we 
have grown as professionals, and we will forever be changed because 
of it.
 

Sincerely, The Community Read PR Team


